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Amber Evans, soprano and Sam Zagnit, double bass are confluss – two musicians with a
like-minded ethos to commission, perform, and record new and established works for our
instruments. confluss is derived from both Latin (con- with) and German roots (Fluss (m.): river),
with an inadvertent onomatopoeic reference to conflux. Convergence is a key part of the duo’s
ethos, setting future plans in motion to form educational programs, composer think-tanks, and
commissioning projects to compile a catalogue of works dedicated to rare instrumental
combinations. Currently based in New York City, the duo has performed in multiple venues
around New York, including Areté Gallery, Spectrum, and Merkin Hall in the Kaufmann Music
Center. instagram.com/confluss
confluss presents: "catalogues II: one year, three months, and three weeks"
Due to the constraints placed on performers in the current reality, especially those who have to
collaborate on opposite sides of the world, the program presented hopes to make the most of
the mediums we have available. Split into four distinct sections, the program will open and close
with improvisations, with musical material inspired by the artistic situation faced by our soprano,
Amber, in Australia, and then by Sam in the US during this time, followed by two notated pieces
composed each by Amber and Sam. The pieces will be partly graphic score, and partly
traditionally notated, with time markings for each musician. The internet-bound time delay and
distance between the two musicians serves as the inspiration for the compositions.

Adrianne Munden-Dixon is a New York City-based violinist and improviser praised for
her “animated and driven” performances (Connect Savannah). She has given solo
performances at Roulette Intermedium, Princeton University, MassMoCA, Columbia University,
and SPLICE Festival and premiered works by Tristan Perich, Pauline Kim Harris, Shelley
Washington, and Gemma Peacocke. She is a founding member of Desdemona (“an excellent
young quartet” The New Yorker) and appears regularly with the Savannah Philharmonic.
Adrianne is also passionate educator and maintains a private studio in New York and online.

The three selections I would like to present highlight the shapeshifting ability of the violin and
the possibility of conversation with oneself and with technology. Through the use of delay,
reverb, and pulsing chords, Cassie Wieland’s “lung” transforms the violin into an organ and
explores, in her words, “the story that a body holds in its details”. Each phrase is like a breath,
some labored and some short, but always with a sense of thoughtfulness and meditation.
Anthony R. Green’s “on/Zeker” begins as he describes “atmospheric and wandering” and leaves
interpretation and even note values to the choice of the performer, creating an opportunity for
improvisation and each performance to be a unique experience. The second movement is a wild
dance between multiple voices and meant to played as a duo with oneself and with “uninhibited
abandon”. My own improvisational style is influenced by my background in classical, fiddle, and
noise music and I often use electronics and field recordings to create a dialogue or alter the
identity of the violin. www.adriannemundendixon.com
Lung by Cassie Wieland, audio by Mike Tierey, video by Adam Holmes
On/Zeker by Anthony R. Green, audio and video by Trevor New
Improvisation by Adrianne Munden-Dixon

Émilie Fortin is a passionate musician and teacher working to push the technical limits of the
trumpet and redefine the traditional concert experience. Always seeking to enrich the repertoire
of her instrument, she has participated in the creation of more than thirty works internationally,
both solo and as part of a wide-range of ensembles. Her upcoming collaborations, with
composers Alexandre David, Gabriel Champagne and Jason Doell, include physical elements in
connection with her parallel experience in mime, dance and theatre, all connected in mulit-media
pieces/productions. She is also the artistic director of the soloist collective Bakarlari which is
dedicated to contemporary and creative music and was formed in 2018.emilie-fortin.tumblr.com
As an improviser, Émilie distinguishes herself via her rigorous approach which incorporates
noise, atonal and experimental techniques. Her collaborations include performances and
recording sessions with, among others, Éric Normand, Ida Toninato, Eric Lewis and Zeena
Parkins. She has worked with members of the International Contemporary Ensemble (Banff
Centre for the Arts), Ensemble Musikfabrik (Bauwerke Brass Academy), Ensemble Modern
(Klangspuren Schwaz) and Vinko Globokar (Laboratorium), among others.
Émilie is a grant recipient from the Canada Council for the Arts and Montreal Arts Council.

“I want to present the other side of the trumpet. Trumpet is more than a brilliant and loud
instrument; it has all the subtle and quiet sounds that makes it so interesting. My improvisations
are sometimes closer to a drone, sometimes really rythmical, but always on the edge of a "full"
sound. I like playing with all-valves and mutes to create an atmosphere that is captivating.I aim
to show that trumpet is a versatile instrument that can express a big range of emotions.”

Scott Worthington is a double bassist and composer based in Los Angeles. Active as a
chamber, recording, orchestral, and solo artist, his work as a performer has been called
“masterful and transfixing” by NewMusicBox. He has released three albums to critical acclaim
as a performer-composer, including his 2015 album Prism, named one of The New Yorker’s top
ten classical albums of the year. His music, described as “quietly gripping” by The Log Journal
and “as bewitching as it is original” by Alex Ross, has been commissioned by the Library
Foundation of Los Angeles, Loadbang, and numerous soloists. scottworthington.com
Scott Worthington presents music for double bass and electronics. His new software system
Cassini, imagined since around 2009 and developed since early 2020, acts as an interactive
improvisation partner, a “living” playback accompaniment, and instrument. The music in this set
combines composed and graphic material, chord-change-like groups of pitches, and
improvisation.
Cassini
2020.8.2 (bright)
2021.2.1 (gusts)
Spheres

